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Systems-led thinking
co-cre8 was founded with a vision
that the much-needed transition to a
more circular economy can only be
achieved through systemic thinking.

never worked, resulting in lack of
engagement and bins contaminated
with material that has minimal value
downstream.

From our many years of experience,
in designing and implementing
recycling programmes, we know
that the success of any system,
is directly linked to the point of
contact with the consumer. Sadly,
the historic approach of only
providing consumers with bland and
hard to follow ‘binfrastructure’ has

Our success over the last five years,
through operating the world-leading
Simply Cups cup recycling scheme,
has meant that we have developed
expertise in these user touch-points,
which we are now applying to the
pressing matters of hygiene in the
world’s new normal.

Customised to your exacting requirements
The ability to quickly and easily
communicate the correct messages
at the point of disposal is fundamental
to the success of any consumer
touch-point.
To achieve a high quality and visually
aesthetic interaction we can offer
the following services to maximise
engagement:
• Full design service
• Customised branding and messaging
• Range of finishes to match
your environment
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Whilst the pace of demand has meant
that we now need to provide solutions
in the short-term, in keeping with our
vision and values, we will very quickly
be able to use the most sustainable
materials in the manufacturing process.
To achieve this, we have experience
of designing and developing bespoke
recycling processes to create a variety
of new materials, including, plastics,
polymers & composites, fibre & fibre
composites and organic material.

New hygiene practices
in the workplace
Once the UK corona virus lockdown has eased, all retail, commercial
and business premises will need to implement new sanitation
procedures to protect their employees, contractors and visitors.
The USA has already outlined it’s 3 stage process which
dictates ‘good hygiene practice’, with the sanitising of
hands critical to this.
Businesses may also have to provide their workforce with
appropriate Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) which could
include masks, gloves and protective clothing. The safe disposal
of PPE will be critical in ensuring minimal cross-contamination.

Hygiene and the point of disposal
Businesses will now need to make preparations in
order to comply with any new requirements set out
by the UK government.
This will likely to include the implementation of
hand sanitising stations and bins to ensure the safe
disposal of PPE.
To meet this demand, we now have a range of hygiene
and disposal products ready for sale, as well as the
capability to custom design and brand according to
your requirements.
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Cross contamination can be reduced by:
• Collecting used PPE as a
separate waste stream
• Incorporating pedal or motion
sensor operated bin lids
• Employing automatic hand
sanitiser dispensing units

Mobile PPE disposal bin
& hand sanitiser station
metal fabrication

Transparent door option available
for use in high risk environments

• Pedal operated bin lid* and automatic dispensing to
limit cross contamination
• Bespoke branding included
• Premium design available in white semi-gloss painted finish
• 2 x A4 clip frames for updating user communication
• Managed dispense rate saving on cost of sanitiser
• UK designed and manufactured
*motion sensor opening options available on request
Technical Features:
• Lockable housing accommodating 60L bin
• Storage space for 5L sanitiser refill containers
• CE approved automatic sanitizer unit: refillable and lockable
• 1,000ml capacity with a 1.5ml dispense rate per use
• 1 year warranty
• Easy to move (4 lockable castors) and wipe down clean
• Unit size – 75.5cm W x 45.5cm D x 170cm H

Units can be branded to customer requirements.
Please note that we can re-purpose this station
to collect other material streams.
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Mobile PPE disposal bin
& hand sanitiser station
composite wood fabrication
• Circular open aperture
• Automatic dispensing to limit cross contamination
• Bespoke branding opportunities
• Premium design available in laminated finish
• 2 x A4 clip frames for updating user communication
• Managed dispense rate saving on cost of sanitiser
• UK designed and manufactured

Technical Features:
• Lockable housing accommodating 60L bin
• Storage space for 5L sanitiser refill containers
• CE approved automatic sanitizer unit: refillable and lockable
• 1,000ml capacity with a 1.5ml dispense rate per use
• 1 year warranty
• Easy to move (4 lockable castors) and wipe down clean
• Unit size – 75.5cm W x 45.5cm D x 165cm H

Units can be branded to customer requirements.
Please note that we can re-purpose this station
to collect other material streams.
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Mobile PPE disposal bin
composite wood fabrication
• Circular open aperture
• Bespoke branding opportunities
• Premium design available in laminated finish
• 1 x A4 clip frames for updating user communication
• UK designed and manufactured

Technical Features:
• Lockable housing accommodating 60L bin
• 1 year warranty
• Easy to move (4 lockable castors) and wipe down clean
• Unit size – 50cm W x 45.5cm D x 165cm H

Units can be branded to customer requirements.
Please note that we can re-purpose this station
to collect other material streams.
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Automatic hand sanitiser
dispenser station – floor standing
• Automatic dispensing to limit cross-contamination
• Bespoke branding included
• Premium design with a small footprint
• Base powder coating can be matched to any required colour
• Lightweight yet robust and sturdy
• Managed sanitiser dispense rate saving on cost of sanitiser
• UK designed and manufactured
Technical Features:
• Refillable and lockable
• CE approved
• 1,000ml capacity with a 1.5 ml dispense rate per use
• Powder coated mild steel construction
• Vinyl graphics applied as requested
• 1 year warranty
• Easy to move and wipe down clean
• Unit size – 25cm W x 39cm D x 150cm H
• Weight 10kg
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Automatic hand sanitiser
dispenser station – counter top
• Automatic dispensing to limit cross-contamination
• Bespoke branding included
• Premium design with a small footprint
• Base powder coating can be matched to any required colour
• Lightweight yet robust and sturdy
• Managed sanitiser dispense rate saving on cost of sanitiser
• UK designed and manufactured
Technical Features:
• Refillable and lockable
• CE approved
• 1,000ml capacity with a 1.5 ml dispense rate per use
• Powder coated mild steel construction
• Vinyl graphics applied as requested
• 1 year warranty
• Easy to move and wipe down clean
• Unit size – 25cm W x 20cm D x 35cm H
• Weight 2kg
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For more information
or help call us on 03330 165 088
or mail us at enquiries@co-cre8.earth
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